
Chapter 4 

Control Strategies for Sub Systems 

4.1 System Control Strategies for Sub Systems 

The various control elements of the sub systems are controlled independently to achieve 
specific conditions as measured by sensors in the system. The principal elements are: 

• Control of heat exchanger mixing valve 

• Control of heat exchanger circulation pumps 

• Control of glycol and chilled water heat exchanger freeze protection (SVl to 4) 

• Control of ice Storage flow and bypass vales 

• Control of glycol chillers and shunt pumps 
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The above control loop A and B are 
sub routines of CPCS However 
they are running In Local controllers _ 

Control Loop A :controls the Glycol temperature (3_3°C) modulating the valve V-1 
Control Loop B ·controls the ChW temperature (4.44°C) modulating the VSOs of 
the HX pumps 

Figure 4.1 Glycol sub system interface with the Main Chw System 



4.1.1 Control of Heat Exchanger Mixing Valve 

CONTROL LOOP A. 

V -1 valve is controlled to maintain glycol supply temperature set point to 3.3 °C. 
The control loop will be controlled using PI controls and set point will be 
considered as 3.3 °C. This control loop is active in the following ITES modes of 
operation 

Mode 3 ICE PRIORITY 
Mode 4 PEAK LOAD 
Mode 6 ICE BUILD PLUS GLYCOL COOLING 

4.1.2 Control of Heat Exchanger Circulation Pumps 

Control Loop B 

The VSD of heat exchanger pumps will be controlled to maintain the leaving 
chilled water temperature from the heat exchangers to a set point of 4.4C. The 
control loop will be controlled using PI controls and set point will be considered 
as 4.4 °C 

a. Mode 2 Chiller Priority 
b Mode 3 Ice Priority 
c Mode 4 Peak Load 
d Mode 6 Ice Built plus Cooling 

4.1.3 Glycol and Chilled water heat exchanger freeze protection: 

To protect the glycol to chilled water heat exchangers from freezing during the ice 
build mode, freeze-stat operated solenoid valves SV-1, SV-2, SV-3, and SV-4 are to be 
installed on both inlet and outlet glycol pipes for each heat exchanger. · 

The heat exchanger pumps will be stopped and these solenoid valves will be operated 
to shut the line off as soon as the in-line sensor in the discharge side of the control 
valve V-1 pipe senses the glycol fluid temperature at 1 °C (33.8°F) or below. 

The solenoid operated valve will be shut and the change of state will be repmied to the 
CPCS system and dynamically shown on the schematic diagram on the Monitor. The 
isolation valves should be interlocked with heat exchanger pumps and valve safety 
circuit of the system 
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4.1.4 Control of Ice Storage flow and bypass valves 

Control Loop C 
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Figure 4.2 Glycol Chiller plant control with different Sub systems 

Control loop C in diagram above 
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The valves V-2 and V-3 will be modulated oppositely and proportionately in order to 
achieve a HX supply glycol set point of3.3C. 

This control loop C is active in the following ITES modes of operation: 

a. Mode 3 lee Priority 
b. Mode 4 Peak Load 
c. Mode 6 Glycol Cooling plus Ice Build 

Valve V-2 is shut and Valve V-3 is fully open in 

a. Mode 5 Ice Build 

Valve V-2 is open and Valve V-3 is fully shut in 

a. Mode 2 Chiller Priority 

4.1.5 Control of Glycol Chillers and Shunt Pumps 

Generally the glycol chillers will be started and sequenced by the CPCS to ensure there is a 
slight surplus flow in the glycol chiller bypass pipe. 

If the secondary glycol distribution increases and the flow in the bypass approaches flow 
reversal then another glycol chiller and its associate shunt pump are started. 

When cooling demand is falling the CPCS continues to monitor the surplus flow through 
the bypass. 

When the surplus increasingly exceeds the volume supplied by one glycol chiller (say 
110% initially but adjusted during c01mnissioning to ensure stable operation) then one 
glycol chiller is disabled. This surplus flow must be maintained for a suitable and stable 
period of time before shutting the chiller down to prevent rapid cycling. The trend as well 
as quantum of the surplus flow should be used in the control strategy. 
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4.1.6 CPCS System Architecture and Subroutines 

The CPCS application software will be composed of 4 main control sub-functions 

• ITES module plant operation within the CPCS 
• Glycol chiller sub system operation within the GCPCS (sub-system) 
• Heat exchanger controls with HXCS (Sub System) 
• Pumps system sequencers 

ITES PLANT CONTROL 

~ BASE + HX CONTROL 
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Figure 4.3 CPCS Architecture 
This shows the modular architecture of the sub system communication via its internal 
structure 
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1.) The CPCS will be configured with full chiller management software. 

2.) The software systems as above Fig 4.3 will be classified into sub systems. 
The Base load chiller system and glycol chiller plant control system 
(GCPCS), which controls sub functions of the glycol sub system. 

3.) There will be four number ITES modules with an associated control strategy 
featuring all its integral CPC functions. 
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4.) The CPCS will compute the best operational strategy to operate plant by 
consulting its intelligent sub modules, such that computational algorithms, 
recorded weather data, recorded previous operational conditions, models 
derived based on latest weather updates and interactive operator inputs. 

5.) The Chilled water primary pump of the lead ITES module will be started 
based on sequencer selection. Once the flow is established the ITES module 
(base chiller) will be commanded to tum on by the CPCS. 

6.) The Base Load chiller set point will be communicated to the chiller controls 
and to the Heat Exchanger controls by the CPCS. 

7.) The chiller will call for its shunt pump and once this and the primary pumps 
establish flow through the chiller, the base load chiller will be started. 

8.) If the Base Load chiller loading approaches maximum then the CPCS will 
bring the glycol sub system on line to assist the base load chiller. 

9.) The base load chiller will be assisted by the heat exchangers to bring down 
the cooling demand transferred to primary ChW from the secondary circuit. 

1 0.) The glycol sub system will be staged in with its relevant mode of operation 
as commanded by the CPCS. 

11.) The ChW supply temperature for the primary circuit will be the major 
control dynamic of the glycol sub system. The Ch W temperature measured 
at heat exchanger leaving leg (and its set point (4.44°C)) will control the 
VSD of the heat exchanger pumps, thereby increasing flow in the heat 
exchanger circuit. (Control LOOP B refer the diagram 5.1) 

12.) The varying of glycol flow through heat exchanger circuits might affect the 
glycol temperature at the entry of heat exchanger (3.3 °C). This will be 
controlled by modulation of valve V -1 in the various different modes of 
operations. The target is to keep the glycol temperature at a set point of 3.3 
oc. 

13.) The glycol chillers will be sequenced and started to maintain a small surplus 
primary glycol flow compared with the secondary disttibution based on the 
glycol flow supply temperature and the return temperatures of the main 
glycol headers and flow sensor readings in the bypass pipe. 

14.) The automatic sequence routines also reside within the CPCS software. 
Sequence order for the ITES modules will be computed on a weekly basis 
and stored within the system. If there is any fault of either the base chiller or 
heat exchanger system then the respective ITES module will be taken out of 
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the sequence by marking it as unavailable to the CPCS sequencer. Once it is 
ready to operate once more the system module will be identified and 
automatically entered to its sequencer. 

15.) At the operator console it should be displayed as unavailable I available. 
Should an entire module be taken out of the programming, the CPCS 
software will ignore that module in its sequencing and consider this to be an 
alarm state. It also should show the new sequence of chillers based on 
available healthy modules. 

16.) The secondary chilled water distribution circuits (Pl, P2, and P3) will have 
flow temperature sensors in the supply and return headers. The supply and 
return temperatures measured on both the primary and secondary sides of 
the main bypass ' line (Tl, T2, T3 &T4 as shown in Diagram 2.1) will be 
measured and compared to confinn that there is no reversal of flow direction 
through the bypass. This will also be measured by the flow measurement 
sensor. 

17.) The CPCS will continuously adjust the set points of VSDs to vary the 
primary glycol pumps speed through the glycol circuit (within the maximum 
volume flow range allowed) in order to maintain small surplus flow through 
de-coupler line. The flow measuring stations on secondary circuits and the 
supply and return temperature sensors in the respective distribution circuit 
headers will allow the CPCS to monitor the tonnage being consumed, to 
assist in detennining the number of ITES system modules to operate and to 
manage ice burning routines by ITES modules. 

18. ) When the secondary cooling load increases more and more chilled water is 
pumped through the secondary circuits to match the opening of the systems 
two-way valves. In order to maintain the de-coupler flow set point the 
primary Ch W pumps gradually ramp up to their maximum limit. This will 
result in an increased volume flow through the ITES modules that are 
enabled. Once the primary pumps start to approach to their maximum speeds 
they will no longer be able to maintain the positive volume flow set point 
through de-coupler (initially set to 2%). The CPCS will start the primary 
Ch W pumps of next ITES module in the sequence and ramp up the pump 
speed to fulfil the flow requirement through secondary circuit while 
maintaining the small surplus flow through the de-coupler. 

19 .) Once the flow requirement in the secondary circuit is satisfied, the CPCS 
will start to allocate resources (base load chillers, glycol chillers and ice 
tanks) from the next ITES module to maintain the ChW temperature set 
point ( 4.4 °C) 

20.) The selection and sequencing of ITES modules and operational modes will 
be done by the CPCS based on the load prediction profile. The selection will 
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be done in order to generate sufficient cooling in the primary system as 
needed to meet the instantaneous and predicted future loads in the most 
efficient way. 

21 .) The operation of the control strategy for the distribution circuit will be 
determined predominantly by the system dynamics. For example, the 
secondary circuits will be complete with differential pressure sensors. These 
will feed any pressure variations through PID control loops to the VSD 
control on the pumps so enabling flow regulation. The software will 
maintain a constant DP to ensure that the distribution will not be starved or 
over pressurized. 

22.) For optimum system operation, the maximum number of ITES Modules will 
be operated to maintain "Ice Priority" operation. (This scenario will be taken , 
place when all the ITES modules are installed and in operation.) 

23.) The primary chilled water pump set for each ITES modules will have three 
pumps, 2 for full load operation and 1 standby. The three pumps will be 
rotated on a weekly basis to equalize run time. The standby pump will be 
brought into operation in case of failure of one of the duty pumps, or 
whenever the secondary chilled water system fails to maintain the designed 
1 0°K delta T and returns with a temperature higher than designed - i.e. 
above 15.44°C. The CPCS will automatically notify the operator by raising 
an alarm for immediate system maintenance and correction. 

24.) Variable speed drives are supplied with set points by the CPCS in order to 
ensure proper flow management of the secondary circuits. The speed 
control system of the secondary chilled water distribution loop pumps (PI, 
P2, and P3) will maintain the required system differential pressures in each 
individual circuit. 

25.) The lag/standby pump will be started if lead pumps are operating at 
maximum speed and the differential pressure continues to fall. All operating 
pumps will share the same speed signal.(same set point to the VSDs) The 
operating speeds of the pumps will be set within the maximum range of 
operating parameters, typically 20-100%. 

26.) In the chiller plant control algorithm, an approach towards zero flow 
condition in the bypass line and possible flow reversal indicates that there is 
a positive demand for more cooling requirement within the buildings. So the 
primary chilled water pump speeds are ramped up to maintain the small 
surplus through· the bypass and the CPCS selects and operates the 
appropriate mix of ITES modes to maintain the primary chilled water supply 
temperature set point. 
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27.) Theoretically if the system exactly satisfies the demand from the load then 
there is no flow through the main by-pass line and it is recognized as 
equilibrium stage of the system. In practical terms although his is the most 
efficient state it is more difficult to control in a real situation so the CPCS 
will seek to maintain the smallest possible surplus flow through the by-pass 
line consistent with good steady control. 

28.) If the system two-way ·valves close in the secondary circuit, and system is 
operating more chillers than it is required, the excessive chilled water flow 
will be diverted through the bypass to the primary system return line. This 
causes the primary system return temperature to drop (T2 in the Diagram 
2.1 ). 

29.) When the flow volume through the by pass is greater than 110% the flow 
volume of one whole ITES module and the primary chilled water supply 
temperature is achieving its set point (4.4°C) and the 1st ITES is running 
with minimum resources then CPCS will subtract the first lag ITES module 
and the associated pumps. This threshold set point will be adjusted during 
commissioning. The lag ITES module will be disabled from the CPCS. This 
will ensure that the remaining ITES module(s) run with a small surplus flow 
through de-coupler and chilled water supply temperature remains at its set 
point. 


